
The "Mysterious" 1994 Afrikaner Accord for self-determination 

Very few people are aware of the 1994 Accord that was agreed upon in 1993 between the then 
NP ruling party, the FF, the ANC and overseen by international witnesses upon formal signing in 
1994, just before the political power was transferred to the ANC. 

This Accord provided a means for minority people to, as for any minority group worldwide per 
international law, exercise their legal right to obtain self-determination as is also stipulated in 
article 235 of the SA constitution. 

The Accord was drafted with the intention to ensure that power abuse by the ANC regime 
would not lead to the suffering of the minority groups of people of the country under a power 
hungry majority black ANC rule. 

Since that time in 1994 an opposition party was supposed to drive this agreement and negotiate 
for the self-determination of minorities but alas, no meaningful effort was made. 

In 1998 an apparent effort was to be made when the FF were supposed to table draft legislation 
with the Accord in hand supporting the constitutional basis, but the proposal was mysteriously 
withdrawn, and even the Volksblad newspaper article that at the time made mention thereof 
was removed. 

In 2014 the late Gen Viljoen contacted Hein Marx, the now president of the ULA to revisit the 
Accord and help to continue the quest for self-determination. Hein was refused access to the 
signed document by the political party of the FF+ and subsequently obtained a signed copy from 
one of the signatories, Mr Klaus Baron van der Ropp of Germany. 

The ULA emerged and the path was set to legally pursue the rights as agreed in the Accord of 
1994, even though it was 10 years later and sadly after a lot of inequality and racial 
discrimination that have been instilled on our people could have been avoided. 

The ULA will maintain the primary focus namely to claim the legal right of liberty for our people. 

 

 

 

 
  

 
 
 
 

 


